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Northern Lights Auto is a stable high-yielding strain with a high THC content of up to 23%. NL Auto is
highly adaptable to all growing environments; indoors it grows into a small to medium-sized plant
enjoying 18 hours of light per 24 and finishing its life-cycle in 55 - 60 days. 2. Specifications . Our auto
version of this incredibly resistant old-school strain is a must for all growers trying to grow famous
classic strains.. Northern Lights Auto is an exceptionally tough autoflower that requires very little
maintenance while being able to withstand harsher climates with ease, this plant can grow up to 120cm
and produce around 600gr/m2 in less than 65 days. All the pruning and tying down complete. Fingers
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crossed for a good weather! #vineyardinthespring #vine #beaulieu #beaulieuvinyard #farming #grower
#hampshire #newforest
Northern Delights Auto: mixes Northern Lights, Skunk and Haze Auto. Northern Delights Auto truly is
a wonderful mix of cannabis genetics. Part of its genetic make up comes from the legendary and world
famous strain of Northern Lights, well known and appreciated for its its relaxing and euphoric highs,
enhanced by earthy and sweet tastes. Northern Lights Auto Strain Info. Northern Lights Auto is a
feminized and autoflowering cannabis strain produced by Seed Stockers' breeders based on the landrace
genetics from the mountain ranges of Afghanistan. With multiple Cannabis Cups to its name, there's no
doubt about the quality of this strain.
#mushrooms #magicmushrooms #mushroomsociety #mushroomfreaks #mushroom #cogumelosmagicos
#cogumelo #cogumelos #micology #micologia #psilocybecubensis #psilocybe #growing #grow #grower
#cultivo #cultivar #cultivador try this

Northern Lights Autoflowering brings us all these famous Northern Lights qualities but thanks to
Ruderalis genetics now in an even easier-to-grow automatic variety. For an autoflower, Northern Lights
Autoflowering can reach an impressive height of 120cm and she can do it very fast in only 9 weeks from
seed to harvest. Follow @thymetoparty and check out their website thymetoparty.com. Also if you get
the chance, check out @farmersjamatl, where Daniel is the lead guitar player! Northern Light Automatic
provides a generous harvest and might be one of the highest-yielding autoflowering strains available.
Growing to a height of around 90-120cm , it is quite a large plant for an auto, which explains its yields
of up to 200g/plant outdoors and a whopping 550g/m² indoors.
Your first time smoking weed is super exciting! Be smart about your consumption, though. Buy from a
reputable source like a dispensary, and smoke in a safe location. Put yourself in the right mindset, and
surround yourself with friends. Be prepared for munchies, laughter, and fun. Follow our advice, and
you�ll be having the best high in no time. Northern Light Automatic is the automatic version of the
Northern Light that is one of the most famous indica dominant strains in the world. Ths is a perfect mix
of new and old schools. The plant contains 80% indica and 20% ruderalis genetics. The strain is ideal for
indoor cultivation as well as for outdoor growing in different climate conditions. #marijuanalife
#marijuana #maryjane #420 #onehitter #gravlabs #gravlab #weedlife #thc #marijuanaculture
#marijuanagram #hitthepipe #stoner #girlswhosmoke #cannabis #cannabisculture #stonergirl #gravpipe
#smokebreak #cannabisphotography #weedpipes #weed #cannabiscommunity click here to find out
more
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